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  Production

 Fisher Productions
Fisher Productions has a reputation as a leading creative and technical event production 
company; producing, designing and managing stunning tailor-made events. Constantly 
inventive, with unique in-house capabilities, Fisher offer technical expertise across 
lighting, sound, AV, design and staging. 

 Light Motif
Light Motif is a full service event production company, specialising in creative, well 
designed solutions for your event. The company was founded on a desire to provide stylish 
events, coupled with consistent and reliable delivery. The creative team has a strong 
background in theatre and opera, enabling them to bring unusual and highly creative 
designs to your events.

 Oxygen Events
Oxygen Event Services offer event lighting, audio, video and staging solutions.  From 
simple atmospheric lighting to enhance your event to complex moving light installations, 
discreet audio systems for speeches and back ground music to full band PA. Video 
equipment includes Plasma/LED screen displays to large screen projection formats for 
award shows and presentations.

http://www.fisherproductions.co.uk
http://www.lightmotif.co.uk/
http://www.oxygen-events.com
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  Audio visual and technical support

 Present Communications
Present Communications are a leading provider of audio visual, video conferencing, 
webcasting, video production and other technical services to the live event industry 
providing fantastic technical expertise, creative problem solving and exceptional customer 
service for your events, meetings and conferences.

  Entertainment

 Sternberg Clarke
Sternberg Clarke are London’s leading entertainment supplier to corporate events, 
weddings and private parties. They are frequently the first choice for everything from 
magic to music, circus to cabaret and everything in between.

 Velvet Entertainment
Velvet Entertainment pride themselves on having some of the most sought-after artists, 
musicians and performers in the industry. They will suggest and secure the very best 
and most appropriate acts for each occasion. Whether it’s a traditional string quartet or 
something completely bespoke, the entertainment is completely tailored to each event.
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http://www.presentcommunications.com
http://www.sternbergclarke.co.uk
http://www.velvetentertainment.net
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  Event styling

 Table Art
Table Art is the UK`s leading table centre hire company. Their stunning table centres are an 
efficient and cost effective method of creating impact at any event.

 Velvet Living
Velvet Living offers stunning and stylish furniture hire solutions to suit every event.  
With extensive and exclusive ranges of modular furniture for hire, specially sourced pieces 
available on request and expert consultancy, styling and planning services on  
hand throughout.

  Florists

 Hayford and Rhodes

The hallmark of quality, luxurious flowers since 1924. The Hayford and Rhodes style is 
uniquely inspired by its heritage; timeless design united with progressive florists to create 
modern classics. Always innovating to remain at the forefront of British floristry.

 Wildabout

Wildabout is a firmly established London florist with a reputation for excellence and 
creativity. The experienced and talented team will work to your budget and offer something 
completely bespoke with meticulous planning and organisation.
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http://www.table-art.co.uk
http://www.velvetliving.co.uk
http://www.hayfordandrhodes.co.uk
http://www.wildabout.co.uk

